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Abstra t

We onsider the hoi e of an optimal sample size for multiple omparison problems. The
motivating appli ation is the hoi e of the number of mi roarray experiments to be arried
out when learning about di erential gene expression. However, the approa h is valid in any
appli ation that involves multiple omparison in a large number of hypothesis tests.
We dis uss two de ision problems in the ontext of this setup, the sample size sele tion
and the de ision about the multiple omparisons. The fo us of the dis ussion is on the
sample size sele tion. For the multiple omparison we assume an approa h as in Genovese
and Wasserman (2002), based on ontrolling posterior expe ted false dis overy rate (FDR).
For the sample size sele tion we adopt a de ision theoreti solution, using expe ted false
negative rate (FNR) as de ision riterion, ombined with a power analysis as sensitivity
diagnosti . Posterior expe ted FDR and marginal FNR are omputed with respe t to an
assumed parametri probability model. In our implementation we use a version of the model
proposed in Newton et al. (2001). But the dis ussion is independent of the hosen probability
model. The approa h is valid for any model that in ludes positive prior probabilities for the
null hypotheses in the multiple omparisons, and that allows eÆ ient marginal and posterior
simulation. Posterior and marginal simulation an be done by dependent Markov hain
Monte Carlo simulation.
Key words: Multiple omparison; False dis overy rate.
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1 Introdu tion
We onsider the problem of hoosing the sample size for experiments involving massive multiple omparisons. Our dis ussion is motivated by the spe i problem of hoosing the number
of repli ations in mi roarray experiments. Gene expression mi roarrays are te hnologies for
simultaneously quantifying the level of trans ription of a large portion of the genes in an
organism (S hena et al., 1995; Duggan et al., 1999). For a re ent review of mi roarray te hnology and related statisti al methods see, for example, Kohane et al. (2002). The range
of appli ations is broad. Here we fo us on ontrolled experiments whose goal is to sear h,
or s reen, for genes whose expression is regulated by modifying onditions of interest, either
environmentally or geneti ally. There are a number of pressing biologi al questions that an
be addressed using this type of genomi s reens, and mi roarrays are ostly. This results in
diÆ ult tradeo s in the allo ation of limited resear h resour es. Careful hoi e of sample
sizes is riti al in addressing these tradeo s. General issues of experimental design in miroarray experiments are dis ussed by Kerr and Chur hill (2001), Yang and Speed (2002)
and Simon et al. (2002).
Although mi roarrays o er eÆ ient te hnologies for exploring high-dimensional biologi al phenomena, they still involve a signi ant amount of noise. It is ommon pra ti e to
verify putative dis overies obtained from mi roarrays by means of more a urate, and more
expensive, assays, su h as RT-PCR (reverse trans ription-polymerase hain rea tion), as
well as other additional experiments. This on rmation work generally requires a signi ant
e ort. Thus the typi al result of a mi roarray data analysis is a list of putative regulated
genes. This sele tion problem an also be framed as a massive multiple hypothesis test,
with one or more hypotheses per gene. The goal of the genomi s reen is, to a good degree
of approximation, that of dis overing as many of the genes that are di erentially expressed
a ross onditions as possible, while keeping the number of false dis overies manageable. The
onsequen es of a false dis overy are often similar a ross genes.
We take the viewpoint that hoi e of sample size an bene t from a knowledging these
experimental goals expli itly. De ision theoreti approa hes to sample size hoi e o er a
systemati way to onne t sample size determination to the goals of the inferen es that will
be made using the data olle ted. The problem is formalized as a two-stage de ision: rst
sample size sele tion and then gene sele tion for the given sample size. This multistage
nature of sample size determination has been formalized within a Bayesian framework as
early as Rai a and S hlaifer (1961).
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Implementation requires a joint probability model for the unknowns under investigation
(the parameters des ribing regulation of genes) and the observations, as well as a quantitative
measure of the onsequen es of the gene sele tion. The latter, a utility or a loss, drives
both the gene sele tion and the sample size determination. The sample size is de ided
before experimenting, requiring onsideration of the marginal distribution of observations.
In ontrast inferen e about di erential expression is made after the experiment is on luded,
onditionally on the observed data. See also Lindley (1997) or Ad o k (1997) and referen es
therein for dis ussions of sample size determination.
Following this paradigm, we present in this paper a general de ision theoreti framework
for the hoi e of sample size in a genomi s reen, or in a similar sele tion problem. Central
to our analysis is the on ept of false dis overy rate, or FDR, introdu ed by Benjamini and
Ho hberg (1995). In ontrolled experiments, it is plausible to assume that genes an be
divided into two groups: truly altered and truly unaltered genes. For a given approa h to
sele ting a set of putatively altered genes, the FDR is the fra tion of truly altered genes
among the genes lassi ed as di erentially expressed. Commonly used mi roarray software
uses FDR to guide gene sele tion; see for example Tusher et al. (2001). Appli ations of
FDR's to mi roarray analysis are dis ussed by Storey and Tibshirani (2003). Extensions are
dis ussed by Genovese and Wasserman (2002), who also introdu e the de nition of posterior
expe ted FDR as we use it here.
Our spe i sele tion approa h is based on the work in Genovese and Wasserman (2002).
They fo us on de ision rules of the following kind. Assume that for ea h omparison some
univariate summary statisti vi is available. This ould be, for example, a p-value or any
other univariate statisti related to the omparison of interest. All omparisons with vi
beyond a ertain uto t are onsidered dis overies. Central to their approa h is the use of
an upper bound on the FDR to alibrate that uto t. Although Genovese and Wasserman
(2002) make no expli it referen e to an underlying probability model on the observable data,
we develop a version based on a multilevel parametri model, with mixture omponents
orresponding to regulated and unregulated genes. We then use as summary statisti the
marginal posterior probabilities of di erential expression.
Our hierar hi al spe i ation is similar to the Newton-Kendziorski model for DNA arrays (Newton et al., 2001; Newton and Kendziorski, 2003). In mi roarray analyses, be ause
gene expression measurements are subje t to a number of ommon sour es of noise, large
gains in eÆ ien y an result from onsidering the ensemble of gene expression measures at
on e, rather than onsidering ea h gene in isolation. This is in agreement with the Bayesian
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viewpoint and, in parti ular, Bayesian hierar hi al models, su h as the Newton-Kendziorski
model and others (Baldi and Long, 2001; Lonnstedt and Speed, 2002; Ibrahim et al., 2002;
Parmigiani et al., 2002). Empiri al Bayes models (Efron et al., 2001) also o er pra ti al
ways to a hieve these gain in eÆ ien y. Bayesian hierar hi al models allow to realisti ally
apture the variation in e e t sizes within the set of truly regulated genes. This is riti al
in sample size al ulations, as most existing methodologies examine situations in whi h all
genes are regulated by the same amount a ross onditions.
An attra tive aspe t of Bayesian approa hes to sample size determination is the ability
to apture existing information about the likely sour es of noise and likely magnitudes of the
unknown gene-spe i e e ts via prior distributions. The genomi and gene-spe i noise
stru ture varies signi antly from laboratory to laboratory. Most laboratories repeatedly use
the same type of ontrol RNA on the same hip type, so that useful eviden e about model
parameters a umulates. This an be formally exploited into sample size hoi e via the prior
distribution.
In the ontext of mi roarray experiments, important initial progress towards the evaluation of sample sizes has been made by Pan et al. (2002), who developed traditional power
analyses for the mi roarray ontext. Their modeling is realisti in that it a knowledges heterogeneity in gene-spe i noise, and spe i es a mixture model for regulated and unregulated
genes. Further progress, however, is ne essary: Pan et al. (2002) do not exploit heterogeneity in developing s reening statisti s, as done by hierar hi al models. This an potentially
underestimate power espe ially in the riti al range of experiments with very few repli ates.
Also, their power analysis onsiders a single e e t size for all regulated genes. Finally, expli it onsideration of properties of the entire sele tion, su h as FDR, is preferable in the
ontext of multiple testing. Zien et al. (2002) propose an alternative approa h to informed
sample size hoi e. They onsider ROC-type urves, showing a hievable ombinations of
false negative and false positive rates.
In summary, gene sele tion in genomi s reens hallenges traditional sample size approa hes along several dimensions: there is heterogeneity in the likely magnitude of e e ts
a ross genes, and therefore in the alternative hypotheses one needs to onsider; there is
heterogeneity in the sour es of noise a ross genes, whi h makes treatment of nuisan e parameters hallenging; and the goals of investigation are most appropriately stated in terms
of global properties of gene sele tion pro edures, rather than individual tests. Our modeling
approa h addresses all three of these needs expli itly; our omputational approa h ensures
an eÆ ient implementation.
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In Se tion 2 we outline the de ision problem and our approa h to the solution in general
form, without referen e to a spe i probability model. In Se tion 3 we outline an eÆ ient
simulation approa h for evaluating the required sample size sele tion riteria. We de ne a
Monte Carlo simulation method that allows to evaluate expe ted FNR and power a ross
sample sizes. We demonstrate that, despite their preposterior nature, the required simulations are easier and less omputation intensive than posterior simulation in the underlying
probability model. A probability model is introdu ed in Se tion 4. Se tion 5 reports results
in an example, We on lude with some dis ussion points in Se tion 6.

2 The De ision Problems
To highlight the general nature of the proposed approa h we rst pro eed without referen e
to a spe i probability model or omparison of interest. We let ! and y denote the model
parameters and expression measurements, and zi 2 f0; 1g denote an indi ator for regulation
of gene i. Regulation is broadly de ned to in lude any of the typi al questions of interest, su h
as di erential expression a ross two onditions, time trends, sensitivity to at least one out of
a panel of ompounds, and so forth. In a two- ondition omparison, data y are indi ated by
Xij ; Yij , for J experiments, j = 1; : : : ; J . We will write yJ when we want to highlight that
y is fun tion of the sample size J . We assume that the underlying probability model allows
eÆ ient posterior simulation. Let vi = P (zi = 1jy ) denote the marginal posterior probability
for the i-th omparison. Computation of vi ould involve some analyti al approximations, like
empiri al Bayes estimates for hyperparameters, et . Later, in Se tion 4 we will introdu e the
probability model used in our implementation and dis uss posterior inferen e in that model.
An important aspe t of the problem is that the earlier de ision about the sample size
needs to take into a ount the later de ision about the gene sele tion. This will be either a
sele tion, (also referred to as dis overy, or reje tion, and denoted as di = 1 for omparison i)
or not (also referred to as a negative and denoted as di = 0). De ision theoreti approa hes
to sample size sele tion assume that the investigator is a rational de ision maker hoosing
an a tion that minimizes the loss of the possible onsequen es, averaging with respe t to all
relevant unknowns (Rai a and S hlaifer, 1961; DeGroot, 1970). At the time of the sample
size de ision the relevant unknowns are the data y , the indi ators z = (z1 ; : : : ; zn ) and the
model parameters ! . The relevant probability model with respe t to whi h we average is
the prior probability on (z; ! ) and the onditional sampling distribution on y given (z; ! ).
At the time of the de ision about the multiple omparison the data y is known and the
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relevant probability model is the posterior distribution onditional on y . The hoi e of a
spe i loss fun tion is ompli ated by the fa t that the experiment involves (at least) two
ompeting goals, minimizing the number of false dis overies (false positives) on one hand,
and minimizing the number of false negatives on the other hand.
We dis uss four alternative utility fun tions that ombine the two goals. All four loss
fun tions are hosen su h that the implied solution for the multiple omparison problem
is essentially the rule proposed in Genovese and Wasserman (2002). Details are dis ussed
below, in Se tion 2.1. Using the same loss fun tion we pro eed in Se tion 2.2 to address
the sample size sele tion. By using a single loss fun tion for both de isions we ensure a
oherent non-dominated pro edure. While we onsider this a desirable property, we are also
on erned about sensitivity to prior spe i ations and frequentist properties of the derived
de ision rules. This on ern and the relatively at nature of the expe ted loss (as a fun tion
of sample size) motivate us to propose additional sensitivity analysis. In parti ular, we
propose to look at the probability of a false negative as a fun tion of the true level of
di erential expression. In the ontext of one of the proposed loss fun tions this an be
interpreted as the ontribution of one gene to the expe ted loss, onditioning on an assumed
true level of di erential expression, and marginalizing with respe t to all other unknowns.
The diagnosti takes the form of a power plot showing the probability of a false negative
(or the omplementary event of orre t dis overy) as a fun tion of the assumed parameter
value. Details are dis ussed below.
In the traditional ba kward indu tion fashion the solution pro eeds by rst onsidering
the terminal multiple omparison de ision. Knowing the optimal poli y for the eventual
terminal de ision we an then approa h the initial sample size problem. It is thus natural
to rst dis uss inferen e about the multiple omparison, i.e., the de isions di , i = 1; : : : ; n.
2.1

Terminal De ision

The hoi e of de ision rule for the multiple omparison is driven by the following onsiderations. First, the rule should have a oherent justi ation as the solution that minimizes
expe ted loss under a sensible loss fun tion. Se ond, inferen e about the multiple omparison is nested within the sample size sele tion, making omputational eÆ ien y an important issue. In the type of experiments onsidered here, a relatively small number of genes
is regulated, and the noise levels are relatively high. Finally, a good rule should allow for
dependen ies a ross genes. Although the typi al prior probability model does not in lude de6

penden e, the data might allow inferen e about dependen e. Finally, although our approa h
is based on joint probability models on data and parameters, i.e., in essen e Bayesian, we
are on erned about frequentist operating hara teristi s for the proposed rule. The use of
frequentist properties to validate Bayesian inferen e is ommon pra ti e in the ontext of
medi al de ision making.
With these onsiderations in mind, we propose loss fun tions that apture the typi al
goals of genomi s reens, are easy to evaluate, lead to simple de ision rules, and an be
interpreted as generalizations of frequentist error rates. We onsider four alternative loss
P
fun tions that all lead to terminal de ision rules of the same form. Writing D = di for
the number of dis overies we let
P
P
di (1 zi )
(1 di )zi
FDR(d; y; ; z ) =
and FNR(d; y; ; z ) =
(1)
D+
n D+
denote the realized false dis overy rate and false negative rate, respe tively. FDR() and
FNR() are the per entage of wrong de isions, relative to the the number of dis overies and
negatives, respe tively (the additional term  avoids a zero denominator). See, for example,
Genovese and Wasserman (2002) for a dis ussion of FNR and FDR. Conditioning on y and
marginalizing with respe t to z we obtain the posterior expe ted FDR and FNR
Z
X
FDR(d; y ) = FDR(t; y; ; z ) dp(z j y ) =
di (1 vi )=(D + )
and

Z

X
FNR(d; y ) = FNR(t; y; z ) dp(z j y ) = (1 di )vi =(n D + ):
P
P
Let FD = di (1 vi ) and FN = (1 di )vi denote the posterior expe ted ount of false
dis overies and negatives. We onsider the following four ways of ombining the goals of
minimizing false dis overies and false negatives. The rst two spe i ations ombine false
negative and false dis overy rates and numbers, leading to the following posterior expe ted
losses:
LN (d; y ) = FD + FN;

and LR (d; y ) = FDR + FNR. The loss fun tion LN is a natural extension of (0; 1; ) loss
fun tions for traditional hypothesis testing problems (Lindley, 1971). From this perspe tive
the ombination of error rates in LR seems less attra tive. The loss for a false dis overy
and false negative depends on the total number of dis overies or negatives, respe tively. In
the up oming dis ussion we will eventually build an argument against LR . However, in
many aspe ts inferen e under LR is very similar to inferen e under LN and we will therefore
7

ontinue to in lude LR in the dis ussion. Alternatively, we onsider bivariate loss fun tions
that expli itly a knowledge the two ompeting goals, leading to posterior expe ted losses:

L2R (d; y ) = (FDR; FNR); L2N (d; y ) = (FD; FN):
Using posterior expe tations we have marginalized with respe t to the unknown parameters,
leaving only d and y as the arguments of the loss fun tion. The sample size is indire tly
in luded in the dimension of the data ve tor y .
We now show that for all four loss fun tions, LR ; LN ; L2R and L2N , the optimal terminal
de ision takes the same form: reje t (de lare a dis overy) if the marginal posterior probability
vi is beyond a ertain uto t,
di = I (vi > t):
The de isions only di er in how this uto t is determined. Under LR and LN the derivation is
straightforward. Start by onsidering LR (d; y ), subje t to a xed total number of dis overies
D. The expe ted loss simpli es to
n
n
X
X
LR (d; y jD) = C1 (D) C2 (D) di vi + C3 (D) vi
(2)
=1

=1

i

i

with C1 (D) = D=(D + ), C2 (D) = =(D + ) + 1=(n D + ) and C3 (D) = 1=(n D + ).
Only the se ond term in ludes di . For xed D, a minimum is a hieved by setting di = 1
for the D largest posterior probabilities vi . Under the optimal de ision the rst sum in (2)
redu es to the sum over the highest D order statisti s v(i) of (v1 ; : : : ; vn ).
min LR (d; y jD) = C1 (D) C2 (D)
d

n
X

=

i n D

+1

v(i) + C3 (D)

X

vi :

(3)

The global optimum is found by minimizing (3) with respe t to D to nd the optimal
D = D . Thus the optimal de ision is di = (vi > t) and t = tR (y )  v(n D ) . An analogous
P
P
argument holds for LN . We nd that min LN (d; y jD) = D ( + 1) ni=n D+1 v(i) + vi
and the global minimum is a hieved for tN = =( + 1).
Under L2N and L2R we need an additional argument. A traditional approa h to sele t an
a tion in multi riteria de ision problems is to minimize one dimension of the loss fun tion
while enfor ing a onstraint on the other dimensions (Keeney et al., 1976). Using this
strategy we now show that the optimal terminal de ision again takes the form of a threshold
on vi . First, onsider the loss L2R . To minimize FNR subje t to FDR  we write the
Lagrangian fun tion
f (d) = FNR ( FDR):
8

Using Lagrangian relaxation (Fisher, 1985) we nd a weight   0 su h that the minimization of f (d) provides an approximate solution to the original onstrained optimization
problem (The solution is only approximate be ause of the dis rete nature of the de ision
spa e). But f = LR with =  . Thus the solution must have the same form as des ribed
above. The only di eren e to before is that the implied oeÆ ient itself is a ompli ated
fun tion of the data. By a slight abuse of notation we write FDR(t; y ) for FDR(d; y ) when
di = I (vi > t). Knowing the stru ture of the solution we an solve the de ision problem by
nding the uto t2R (y ) = minfs : FDR(s; y )  g. A similar argument holds for L2N ,
with t2N (y ) = minfs : FD(s; y )  g.
In summary, all four loss fun tions lead to very similar de ision rules. The only di eren e
lies in the hoi e of the uto t. All but LN lead to data dependent uto s. Under L2R the
threshold is hosen to x FDR, thus leading to exa tly the rule proposed in Genovese and
Wasserman (2002). In fa t, Genovese and Wasserman (2002) dis uss a more general rule,
allowing the de ision to be determined by uto s on any univariate summary statisti vi .
Using vi = P (zi = 1jy ) is a spe ial ase. The loss fun tion L2N leads to a very similar solution,
repla ing the onstraint on FDR by a onstraint on FD. An important impli ation of the
di erent strategies for hoosing the uto is the nature of FDR as a fun tion of sample size J .
Under L2R it remains, by design, onstant over J . This has awkward impli ations. Imagine
the asymptoti ase with large sample size when the true zi are pra ti ally known. To a hieve
the desired FDR we have to knowingly ag some genes as di erentially expressed even when
vi  0. By the same argument the loss L2N leads to equally pathologi al asymptoti s. In
ontrast, under LN the uto t is xed a ross sample size, leading to vanishing FDR in the
limit as J ! 1, due to posterior onsisten y. However, it is interesting to in lude losses
L2R and L2N in the dis ussion. The problem might only be of asymptoti relevan e and not
of on ern for moderate sample sizes. We will further dis uss the issue in the light of the
results shown in Se tion 5. Apart from these on erns, all four loss fun tions are very similar
with regard to their properties, nature of the inferen e and implementation details. We will
therefore ontinue to onsider all four loss fun tions in the up oming dis ussion
2.2
2.2.1

Sample Size
Marginal FN and FNR

In ontrast to the terminal de ision, whi h is made onditional on the observed data, the sample size is de ided prior to ondu ting the experiment. Thus we now onsider the marginal
9

prior mean of the proposed loss fun tions, also known as preposterior expe ted loss (Rai a
and S hlaifer, 1961), after substituting the optimal terminal de ision for the multiple omparison. The relevant loss fun tion Lm (J ) for the sample size sele tion is

LmR (J ) = E [minfLR (d; yJ )g℄; Lm2R (J ) = E [minfFNR(d; yJ ) j FDR(d; yJ ) 
d
d

g℄;
LmN (J ) = E [minfLN (d; yJ )g℄; Lm2N (J ) = E [minfFN(d; yJ ) j FD(d; yJ )  g℄
d
d

(4)

The sequen e of alternating expe tation and optimization is hara teristi for sequential
de ision problems. See, for example DeGroot (1970) and Berger (1985), for a dis ussion
of sequential de ision problems in general. The expe tation is with respe t to the prior
probability model on the data yJ under a given sample size J . The only argument left
after the expe tation and minimization is the sample size J . The nested minimization
with respe t to d is the solution of the multiple omparison problem. With all four loss
fun tions it redu es to di = I fvi > t(y )g. We will denote preposterior expe ted FNR by
FNRm (J; L) = E [FNR(tL ; yJ )℄ with L denoting the loss fun tion with respe t to whi h
the threshold t for the terminal de ision is sele ted in the nested minimization. We use
analogous de nitions for FNm , FDRm and FDm . Thus we ould alternatively write (4) as
Lm2R (J ) = FNRm (J; L2R ), Lm2N (J ) = FNm (J; L2N ), LmR (J ) = FDRm (J; LR ) + FNRm (J; LR ),
and Lm
N (J ) = FDm (J; LN ) + FNm (J; LN ).
In summary, the following pro edure emerges. Given the omplexity of the expe tations
in (4), analyti al omputation is out of rea h and both expe tation and minimization must be
approximated by simulation. For a grid of J 's ompute by prior Monte Carlo simulation the
expe tation in (4). For ea h simulated data set yJ we rst ompute the marginal posterior
probabilities vi = P (zi = 1jyJ ), then we nd the optimal threshold t (yJ ), and nally we
substitute di = I (vi > t (y )J ) to evaluate FNR(t ; yJ ) and FN(t ; yJ ). The Monte Carlo
average of simulated FNR, FN, FDR and FD for a given sample size provides an estimate of
FNRm , FNm , FDm and FDRm . Implementation details, in luding important simpli ations
to improve omputational eÆ ien y are dis ussed in the next se tion. One ould then plot
marginal FNR (or FN) against J to sele t a sample size. At this time one ould add a
(deterministi ) sampling ost, if desired. But this would require the pra ti ally diÆ ult
hoi e of a relative weight for sampling ost versus inferen e loss. Alternatively, we take a
goal programming perspe tive in xing the sample size and use the plot of Lm (J ) versus
sample size J to nd a sample size for any set goal of Lm (J ).
However, in doing so a pra ti al ompli ation arises. For pra ti ally relevant sample sizes
of J  20 the de rease in Lm (J ) is too at to allow a on lusive hoi e of sample size. See
10

Figure 3 for an example. The slow rate of de rease is a general feature of FNR and FN.
Theorem 1

toti ally as

Under the three loss fun tions L2R , L2N and LN , FNR and FN de rease asympp
FNR(t ; yJ ) = OP ( log J=J );

where t generi ally indi ates the optiomal uto under ea h of the three loss fun tions, and
p
FN(t ; yJ ) = OP (n log J=J ):

For both results we have to assume that the genes are \randomly hosen," i.e., that a fra tion
p, 0 < p < 1, of the genes is truly di erentially expressed. In other words, we assume that
the level of di erential expression is neither always equal to zero (or very small) nor always
di erent from zero. A formal argument is given in the appendix. The argument starts with
a Lapla e approximation for vi = P (zi = 1 j yJ ). Based on this approximation we show
that only genes with low or zero di erential expression are in luded in the negative set, i.e.,
the set of genes with di = 0. We then approximate the average in FNR (or FN) by an
integral, exploiting the fa t that these are genes with small di erential expression. Finally,
p
we re ognize the integral expression as order log J=J .
2.2.2

Power

For a pra ti al sample size sele tion we propose to onsider sensitivity diagnosti s in addition
to marginal loss, i.e., FNR or FN. We assume that the probability model in ludes parameters
i that represent the level of di erential expression for gene i, with i = 0 if zi = 0 and i 6= 0
when zi = 1. For example, in the probability model dis ussed in Se tion 4.1 we would use
 = log 1 =0 . Re all that vi (y ) = P (zi = 1 j y ) denotes the marginal posterior probability.
To explore sensitivity with respe t to the assumed prior on i we propose to evaluate
Z
(i ) = P fvi(y ) > t(y ) j i g = I (vi (y ) > t(y )) dp(y ji) :
(5)
The expe tation is with respe t to the joint probability model on the data y . In parti ular the
expe tation appropriately adjusts for dependen ies, un ertainties on other model parameters,
and the entire pro ess of onstru ting the threshold t(y ). Assuming that the genes are a
priori ex hangeable the marginal expe tation is the same for all i, allowing us to drop the i
subindex.
The diagnosti () has interesting interpretations. We propose it be ause of the link with
the traditional notion of power. The de nition of is essentially the power for one hypothesis
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in the multiple omparison, although with the twist of marginalizing with respe t to all other
parameters. At the same time 1 () is the ontribution of one gene to the marginal loss
fun tion L2N (J ), when we ondition on i = . Figure 6 shows a typi al example.
Thus the following modi ation to the approa h outlined in Se tion 2.2.1 emerges. The
investigator xes a level of di erential expression that is of interest in the given experiment,
and the desired probability of dis overing a gene that is di erentially expressed at that level.
Inspe tion of a power plot like Figure 6, together with FNR (or FN) in the marginal loss
fun tion allows the investigator an informed sample size hoi e. The FNR and FN plot adds
the experimentwise dimension to the marginal summary provided by the power plot. It tells
the investigator how many false negatives might be missed, averaging over the range of likely
di erential expression levels and summing over all genes.
A onstru tive des ription of the proposed sample size sele tion is as follows. We ompute
posterior probabilities of di erential expression and posterior mean FNR for a grid of possible
sample sizes and simulated data sets. Part of this simulation is the evaluation of t (yJ ) for
ea h simulated data set yJ . This requires posterior simulation and evaluation of FDR for a
grid of uto s. Appropriate Monte Carlo averages over simulated experiments yJ estimate
FNRm and FNm under the four alternative loss fun tions. Ergodi averages over subsamples
of genes strati ed by (simulated) true di erential expression estimate marginal power.
Plotting FNRm , FNm and marginal power for an alternative of interest against sample
size J allows then an informed sample size de ision. Details of this simulation pro ess are
expli ated in Se tion 3. We dis uss some omputational simpli ations that greatly redu e
the required simulation e ort. We argue that nding J  requires a omputational e ort
omparable to posterior inferen e for one given data set.

3 Simulation
The des ribed approa h to sample size sele tion involves several al ulations that are typi ally analyti ally intra table. Details depend on the spe i probability model. Typi ally
the posterior mean probabilities vi , the threshold t (yJ ), and the expe ted FNR are not
available in losed form. However, all an be omputed by Monte Carlo simulation. In this
se tion we des ribe how su h Monte Carlo simulation is implemented. Before we give a stepby-step algorithm we introdu e notation and review the important steps in the algorithm in
words. The dis ussion is still possible without referen e to a parti ular probability model.
We will introdu e a spe i probability model in Se tion 4.
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For a given sample size J we simulate data yJ  p(yJ ). Simulating from the marginal
R
p(yJ ) = p(yJ j !; z ) dp(!; z ) is onveniently implemented by rst generating \true" parameters (!; z ) from the prior, and then generating from the assumed sampling model p(yJ j !; z )
given the simulated parameter. Here (!; z ) are all unknown parameters in the model, inluding latent indi ator variables zi for di erential expression of gene i. To distinguish this
prior simulation from posterior MCMC simulation required later in the algorithm we will
denote the realizations of this prior simulation by a o superindex as in ! o , et .
For ea h simulated data set yJ we ompute the posterior mean pro ess FDR(t; yJ ) and
FD(t; yJ ) as fun tions of t, and nd the appropriate uto . For example, for L2R we nd
the uto t2R (yJ ) = minft : FDR(t; yJ )  g that a hieves a pre-determined posterior
mean FDR level . And similarly for the other loss fun tions. The only posterior summary
required for evaluation of FDR are the marginal posterior probabilities vi = p(zi = 1 j yJ ).
We ompute these by a posterior MCMC simulation.
Plugging in the threshold t (yJ ) we next ompute posterior mean FNR ft (yJ ); yJ g : and
FN ft (yJ ); yJ g. Averaging over yJ by (independent) Monte Carlo simulation yJ  p(yJ ) we
ompute

Lm2R (J ) = FNRm (J; L2R ) = EyJ FNR(t (yJ ); yJ )
(6)
m
m

and similarly Lm
N (J ); LR (J ) and L2N (J ). Plugging in t (yJ ) hinders interpretation of (6)
as one joint integral with respe t to the joint distribution p(!; yJ ) on parameters and data.
Instead we need to pro eed with two nested steps, as des ribed above. Finally, evaluating
(6) a ross J we nd the sample size J  to a hieve a desired marginal expe ted FNR or FN.
The information in the FNR and FN urves is supplemented by power urves (). The
urve for () an be evaluated within the same simulation used for FNR and FN. For ea h
simulated experiment we re ord (J; oi ; di), i = 1; : : : ; n. Here oi is the true simulated level
of di erential expression. The re orded simulations are then arranged by J and  (possibly
on a grid) and summarized in a plot like Figure 6.
Implementation is fa ilitated by several simpli ations that in rease omputational efien y. First, we will use ommon random numbers a ross J , in the following sense. We
onsider sample sizes on the interval J0  J  J1 . We start by generating one large sample
yJ1 , and use appropriate subsamples yJ  yJ1 to ompute FNRm (J; L) and FNm (J; L) for
J over a grid J0  J  J1 . Using the ommon underlying data redu es sampling variation
a ross J .
Another simpli ation arises in the setup of the posterior simulations required to evaluate posterior expe ted FDR(t; yJ ) and FNR(t; yJ ). Both require posterior simulation ! 
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p(! jyJ ) by MCMC. In the ontext of the preposterior simulation we an start the MCMC
at the true parameter values ! o used to simulate the data yJ . Details are explained in the
step by step algorithm below.
Finally, when omputing Lb (J ) we borrow strength a ross di erent sample sizes. Instead
of averaging separately for ea h J the omputed values L(t ; yJ ) for that J , we pro eed
as follows. Consider a s atterplot of all pairs (J; L(t ; yJ )). We t a smooth urve Lbm (J )
through all points of the s atterplot. This formalizes borrowing strength a ross di erent
sample sizes J , exploiting the fa t that Lm (J ) is smooth a ross J . In fa t, we re ommend to
enfor e the smooth t Lbm to be monotone de reasing and to follow the (log J=J ) asymptoti s.
We used a least squares t of a linear regression of the observed FNR(t ; yJ ) values on
p
log J=J . For omparison we t a smoothing spline without any su h onstraints. The
spline t is pra ti ally undistinguishable from the simple regression, validating the use of
the asymptoti law for the urve tting. See Se tion 5.
Algorithm 1: Sample Size Determination

1. Simulation: Loop over repeated simulations yJ1  p(yJ1 ). Repeat the following steps for
m = 1; : : : ; M (To simplify notation we do not in lude an additional m subindex).
1.1. Prior simulation (! o ; z o )  p(!; z ).

1.2. Data simulation: yJ1  p(yJ1 j ! o ; z o ).
We simulate data for the largest sample size J1 onsidered in the design.
1.3. Loop over J : loop over a grid of sample sizes J = J1 ; : : : ; J0 .
Let yJ  yJ1 denote the size J subset of the maximal data set.

1.3.1. Posterior simulation !  p(! jyJ ).
a. Initialize MCMC posterior simulation at the true parameters, (!; z ) =
(! o; z o ).
b. Simulate S transitions of the posterior MCMC.
1.3.3. Posterior probabilities:
Compute vi = P (zi = 1jyJ ) as the appropriate ergodi average and evaluate
FD(t; yJ ) =

X

(vi > t) (1 vi ) and FDR(t; yJ ) =

for t 2 fv1 ; : : : ; vJ g.
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FD(t; yJ )
D+

1.3.4. Thresholds: Compute the uto s t :

t2R (yJ ) = minft : FDR(t; yJ )  g;
t2N (yJ ) = minft : FD(t; yJ )  g;
tN (yJ ) = =(1 + ) and tR (yJ ) = v(n D ) , where D is given in (3).
1.3.5. FN(t2N ; yJ ) and FNR(t2N ; yJ ):
P
Using the the uto t evaluate FN = (vi  t (yJ )) vi and FNR = FN=(n D + ):
Re ord the pairs (J; FNR) and (J; FN). separately for ea h loss (using the
appropriate uto t in the de nition of FN and FNR).
1.3.6. Power: Let di = I (vi > t ) and re ord the triples (J; oi ; di ).
2. Curve Fitting of Monte Carlo Experiments:
2.1. Expe ted loss Lm (J ), FNm and FNRm : For ea h loss fun tion t a urve
through the M observed pairs (J; FNR) and (J; FN) to estimate FNm (J; L) and
FNRm (J; L), respe tively. Use the asymptoti expressions reported in Theorem
1 to guide the urve tting. Report estimated loss Lbm (J ) as the appropriate
ombination of FNm and FNRm (see equation (4)).
2.2. Power vi : Use the triples (J; oi ; di) omputed in step 1 to estimate (; J ).

3. Optimal sample size:
Find J  to a hieve a desired Lbm (J ). Alternatively, use Lbm (J ) and power urves as in
Figure 6 to make an informed sample size hoi e.

4 The Probability Model
Our approa h to sample size sele tion assumes an en ompassing probability model that
spe i es a joint distribution a ross omparisons and a ross repeated experiments. So far we
des ribed the approa h without referen e to a spe i probability model. Any probability
model that allows the simulations required to x t (yJ ), and eÆ ient marginal simulation
yJ  p(yJ ) an be used. Evaluation of t (yJ ) essentially redu es to evaluation of marginal
posterior probabilities vi = P (zi = 1 j y ). Thus the probability model needs to in lude,
expli itly or as easily imputed latent data, indi ators zi for di erential expression.
In general, the model should be suÆ iently stru tured and detailed to re e t the prior
expe ted levels of noise, a reasonable subje tive judgment about the likely numbers of dif15

ferentially expressed genes, and some assumption about dependen ies, if relevant. It should
also be easy to in lude prior data when available.
For the purpose of the design argument the model need not in lude all details of the data
leaning pro ess, in luding spatial dependen e of measurement errors a ross the mi roarray,
orre tion for misalignments, et . While su h detail is riti al for the analysis of observed
mi roarray data, it is an unne essary burden for the design stage. The variability resulting
from prepro essing and normalization an be subsumed as an aggregate in the prior des ription of the expe ted noise. So in the following dis ussion we assume that the data are
appropriately standardized and normalized and that the noise distribution impli itly in lude
onsideration of those. See, for example, Tseng et al. (2001), Baggerly et al. (2001), or Yang
et al. (2002) for a dis ussion of the pro ess of normalization.
4.1

A Hierar hi al Gamma/Gamma Model

For the implementation in the example we hoose a variation of the model introdu ed in
(Newton et al., 2001; Newton and Kendziorski, 2003). We fo us on the omparison of two
onditions and assume that data will be available as arrays of appropriately normalized
intensity measurements Xij and Yij for gene i, i = 1; : : : ; n, and experiment j , j = 1; : : : ; J ,
with X and Y denoting the intensities in the two onditions.
Newton et al. (2001) propose probabilisti modeling for the observed gene frequen ies in a
single-slide experiment. For ea h gene i we re ord a pair (Xi ; Yi ) of intensities orresponding
to trans ript abundan e of a gene in the two samples. The true unknown mean expression
levels are denoted by 0i and 1i . Other parameters, like s ale or shape parameters, are denoted a. The aim of the experiment is to derive inferen e about the ratio 1i =0i . Un ertainty
about 0i and 1i is des ribed by hyperparameters (a0 ; ; p). A latent variable zi 2 f0; 1g is
an indi ator for equal mean values for gene i, i.e., equal expression. We use zi = 0 to indi ate
equal expression, and zi = 1 to indi ate di erential expression. Figure 1 summarizes the
stru ture of the probability model. Conditional on the observed uores en e intensities, the
posterior distribution on zi ontains all information about di erential expression of gene i.
Let ri = Xi =Yi denote the observed relative expression for gene i, and let  = (a0 ; ; p; a).
Newton et al. (2001) gives the marginal likelihood likelihood p(ri j zi ;  ), marginalized with
respe t to 1i and 0i . They pro eed by maximizing the marginal likelihood for  by an
implementation of the EM algorithm.
We will use a simple hierar hi al extension of the des ribed model by assuming repeated
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Figure 1: A model for di erential gene expression from Newton et al. (2001) for uores en e
intensity measurements in a single slide experiment. For ea h gene, i.e., ea h spot on the
hip, we re ord a pair (X; Y ) of intensities orresponding to trans ript abundan e of a gene
in both samples. The true unknown mean expression values are hara terized by 0i and 1i .
The aim of the experiment is to derive inferen e about equality of 1i and 0k . Un ertainty
about 0i and 1i is des ribed by parameters (a0 ;  ). The variable zi is an binomial indi ator
for equal mean values, i.e., equal expression, asso iated with a probability p. All information
about di erential expression of gene i is ontained in the posterior distribution for zi .
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measurements Xij and Yij , j = 1; : : : ; J , to be onditionally independent given the model
parameters. We assume a Gamma sampling distribution for the observed intensities Xij ; Yij
for gene i in sample j ,

Xij  Gamma(a; 0i ) and Yij  Gamma(a; 1i ):
The s ale parameters are gene spe i random e e ts (0i ; 1i ). The model in ludes an a
priori positive probability for la k of di erential expression

P r(0i = 1i ) = P r(zi = 0) = p:
Conditional on latent indi ators zi for di erential gene expression, zi = I (0i 6= 1i ), we
assume onjugate gamma random e e ts distributions

0i  Gamma(a0 ;  )
(1i jzi = 1)  Gamma(a0 ;  ) and (1i jzi = 0)  I0i(1i ):

(7)

The model is ompleted with a prior for the parameters (a; a0 ; ; p)   (a; a0 ; ; p) In the
implementation for the example in Se tion 5 we x  . We assume a priori indpenden e and
use marginal gamma priors for a0 and a, and a onjugate beta prior for p.
As in Newton et al. (2001) , the above model leads to a losed form marginal likelihood
after integrating out 1i ; 0i , but still onditional on  = (p; a; a0 ). Let Xi = (Xij ; j =
1; : : : ; J ) and Yi = (Yij ; j = 1; : : : ; J ). We nd
Q
Q


( )a0 ( j Xij j Yij )a 1
(2Ja + a0 ) P
P
p(Xi ; Yijzi = 0;  ) =
(a)2J (a0 ) [( j Xi + j Yi +  )℄2a+a0
and

Q
Q

a 1
(aJ + a0 ) 2 P( )a0 ( j XP
ij
j Yij )
p(Xi ; Yi jzi = 1;  ) =
;
(a)J (a0 ) [( j Xij +  )( j Yij +  )℄a+a0
and thus the marginal distribution is


p(Xi ; Yi j ) = p p(Xi ; Yi j zi = 0;  ) + (1 p) p(Xi; Yi j zi = 1;  )

(8)

Availability of the losed form expression for the marginal likelihood greatly simpli es posterior simulation. Marginalizing with respe t to the random e e ts redu es the model to
Q
the 3-dimensional marginal posterior p( j y ) / p( ) i p(Xi ; Yi j ). Conditional on urrently imputed values for  we an at any time augment the parameter ve tor by generating
zi  p(zi j ; Xi; Yi ) as simple independent Bernoulli draws, if desired. This greatly simpli es
posterior simulation.
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4.2

A Mixture Model Extension: Sample Size Choi e with Pilot
Data

One limitation of a parametri model like the hierar hi al Gamma/Gamma model dis ussed
before is the need to x spe i model assumptions. The investigator has to sele t hyperparameters that re e t the relevant experimental onditions. Also, the investigator has to
assume that the sampling distribution for observed gene expressions an adequately be approximated by the assumed model. To mitigate problems related with these requirements
we onsider a model extension that still maintains the omputational simpli ity of the basi
model, but allows for additional exibility. In parti ular, we want a model that allows the
use of a pilot data set to learn about the sampling distribution of observed gene expressions
a ross genes and repeated samples. We envision a system where the investigator olle ts
some pilot data (on ontrol tissue) before going through the sample size argument. These
pilot data ould then be used to learn about important features of the sampling distribution.
If the observed pilot data an be adequately t by the marginal model p0 (Xi jzi = 0) under
the Gamma/Gamma hierar hi al model then the sample size design should pro eed as before. If, however, the pilot data show eviden e against the Gamma/Gamma model, then the
system should estimate a model extension and pro eed with the extended model.
A onvenient way to a hieve the desired inferen e is a s ale mixture extension of the basi
model. In parti ular, we will repla e the Gamma distributions for p(Xij j0i ) and p(Yij j1i )
by s ale mixtures of Gamma distributions
Z
Z
Xij  Ga(a; 0i rij ) dp(rij jw; m) and Yij  Ga(a; 1i sij ) dp(sij jw; m)
(9)
where p(rjw; m) is a dis rete mixing measure with P (r = mk ) = wk (k = 1; : : : ; K ). Lo ations m = (m1 ; : : : ; mK ) and weights w = (w1 ; : : : ; wK ) parameterize the mixture. To enter
the mixture model at the basi model, we x m1 = 1:0 and assume high prior probability
for large weight w1 . We use the same mixture for sjk , P (sjk = mh ) = wh. The model is
ompleted with mk  Ga(b; b), k > 1 and a Diri hlet prior w  DirK (M  W; W; : : : ; W ).
Sele ting a large fa tor M in the Diri hlet prior assigns high prior probability for large w1 , as
desired. By assuming a dominating term with m1 = 1:0 and E (mk ) = 1, k > 1, we allo ate
large prior probability for the basi model and maintain the interpretation of 0i =1i as level
of di erential expression.
Model (9) thus repla es the Gamma sampling distribution in the Gamma/Gamma hierar hi al model (7) with a s ale mixture of Gamma distributions. This is important in the
ontext of mi roarray data experiments, where te hni al details in the data olle tion pro ess
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typi ally introdu e noise beyond simple sampling variability due to the biologi al pro ess.
A on ern related to mi roarray data experiments prompts us to introdu e a further generalization to allow for o asional slides that are outliers ompared to the other arrays in the
experiment. This happens for reasons unrelated to the biologi e e t of interest but needs
to be a ounted for in the modeling. We a hieve this by adding a se ond mixture to (9)
(Xij jrij ; gj )  Ga(a; 0i gj rij ) and (Yij jsij ; gj )  Ga(a; 1i gj sij );

(10)

with an additional slide spe i s ale fa tor gj . Paralleling the de nition of p(rij jw; m)
we use a nite dis rete mixture P (gj = mgk ) = wgk , k = 1; : : : ; L with a Diri hlet prior
(wg1 ; : : : mgL )  DirL (Mg  Wg ; Wg ; : : : ; Wg ), mgk  Ga(bg ; bg ) for k > 1 and mg1  1.
An important feature of the proposed mixture model is omputational simpli ity. We
will pro eed in two stages. In a rst stage the pilot data is used to t the mixture model.
Let Xijo , j = 1; : : : ; J o , denote the pilot data. We will use posterior MCMC simulation to
estimate the posterior mean model. This is done on e, before starting the optimal design.
Posterior simulation in mixture models like (9) is a standard problem. We in lude reversible
jump moves to allow for random size mixtures. Our reversible jump implementation in ludes
a merge move to ombine two terms in the urrent mixture, a mat hing split move, a birth
move and a mat hing death move. Details are similar to Ri hardson and Green (1997), with
the mixture of gammas repla ing the mixture of normals. Inferen e is based on a geometri
prior on the number of terms K and L in both mixtures.
We then x the mixture model at the posterior modes Kb and Lb, and the posterior means
b L
b). We pro eed with the optimal sample size
(w;
 m;
 wg ; m
 g ) = E (w; m; wg ; mg j X o ; K;
approa h, using model (9) with the xed mixtures. The pro edure, in luding all posterior and
marginal simulation, is exa tly as before, with only one modi ation. We add an additional
step to impute rij , sij and gj . Conditional on (rij ; sij ; gj ) we repla e Xij by Xij =(rij gj ) and
Yij by Yij =(sij gj ). Everything else remains un hanged. Updating the mixture variables rij ,
sij and gj is straightforward.
The following algorithm summarizes the proposed approa h with pilot data.
Algorithm 2: Sample Size Determination with Pilot Data

1. Pilot data: Assume pilot data X o = fXijo ; i = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; J o g, from ontrol
tissue is available.
b L
b), and
2. Mixture model: Estimate the mixture model and report the posterior modes (K;
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b L
b). Both are
the onditional posterior means (w;
 m;
 wg ; m
 g ) = E (w; m; wg ; mg j X o ; K;
omputed by posterior MCMC simulation for the mixture model (9).

3. Optimal Sample Size: Pro eed as in Algorithm 1, repla ing Xij with Xij =(rij gj ) and Yij
by Yij =(sij gj ).
The indi ators are initialized with the (true) values from the data simulation (Step
1.2. in Algorithm 1). Updating sij , rij and gj adds an additional step in the posterior
simulation (Step 1.3.1.b of Algorithm 1). The mixture model parameters remain xed
b Lb).
at (w;
 m;
 wg ; m
 g ; K;

5 Implementation
Consider the data reported in Ri hmond et al. (1999). The data are also used as illustration
in Newton et al. (2001). We use the ontrol data to plan for a hypotheti al future experiment. We pro eed as proposed in Se tion 4.2. First we estimate the mixture model (9),
using the available ontrol data as a pilot data set. Estimation of (10) is implemented as a
straightforward Markov hain Monte Carlo posterior simulation with reversible jump moves,
as des ribed in Se tion 4.2. The posterior mode for the size of the mixture models was found
at K = 3 and L = 2.
To de ne the probability model for the design al ulations we xed K = 3 and L = 2 and
set the mixture model parameters (; w; ; u) at their posterior means ( onditional on the
xed size of the mixture). Maintaining the mixture parameters random also in the design
model would not signi antly ompli ate the pro edure, but would not ontribute mu h to
the nal inferen e. Implementing Algorithm 2 we ompute expe ted losses, and power ()
a ross a grid of sample sizes J . Summaries are reported in Figures 2 through 6. Re all
that FNm (J; L) and FNRm (J; L) denote the preposterior expe tations of FN and FNR. We
will use analogous notation Dm (J; L) and t m (J; L) to denote preposterior expe tations of
the number of dis overies D and the threshold t , omputed under loss L and sample size
J , de ned analoguously to FNRm and FNm . All inferen e was omputed in one run of the
program, olle ting the ne essary Monte Carlo averages for all four alternative loss fun tions.
Figure 2 summarizes inferen e under LN . Let p = E (p) denote the prior mean for the
probability of di erential expression. The trade-o parameter is set to = 2p=(1 p) = 0:2.
Consider LN under the two extreme hoi es t = 1:0 and t = 0. Choosing = p=(1 p)
would exa tly mat h LN under both, equally undesirable extremes. The additional fa tor 2
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was xed after some trial and error. Under LN , the threshold t is xed at t = =(1 ).
The xed threshold leads to de reasing FNR and FDR as a fun tion of sample size. The
estimated urves FNRm (J; L) and FNm (J; L) were derived by tting a linear model with
p
predi tor log(J + 1)=(J + 1) to the observed pairs (J; FNR(tN ; yJ )). This is motivated by
the asympototi results of Theorem 1 (with the o set +1 to avoid a singularity at J = 0).
For omparison we estimated the same urve using a ubi smoothing spline, using the
smoothing.spline fun tion in R with default parameters. The orresponding urves for
FNRm and FNm are shown as dashed lines. For FDRm , FDm , Dm and t m we used ubi
smoothing splines to estimate the mean value as a fun tion of J .
Figure 3 shows inferen e for the loss fun tion L2R . The threshold on FDR was set to
= 0:40. The posterior mean FDR is xed by design of the optimal de ision approa h
under L2R . To maintain the xed FDR the pro edure has to eventually start lowering the
threshold t to reje t omparisons with in reasingly lower posterior probability of di erential
expression.
Figure 4 shows inferen e for the loss fun tion L2N . We set the threshold for FD as
 =(1
), hosen to mat h a bound
N = 7:1. The value is omputed as
N = 0:1 np
FDR  under the assumption that 10% of the true di erential expressions are dis overed.
Overall, performan e is more balan ed than L2R . Fixing the ount FD instead of the rate
FDR slows the awkward de rease in the threshold that was required to maintain the xed
false dis overy rate under L2R . The number of dis overies is still in reasing, but starts at a
higher level and avoids the steep in rease seen under L2R .
Finally, Figure 5 repeats similar plots for inferen e under LR . The tradeo fa tor is
xed as in LN . At an intermediate sample size the threshold t swiftly moves from an initial
value t  0 to the other extreme t  1. In ontrast to the other three loss fun tions the
optimal de ision under LR does not onstrain an error, error rate or uto . This allows the
sudden jump in FDR and t that an be observed in Figure 5.
In summary, inferen e under the four loss fun tions di ers in how the ompeting goals
of redu ing false positives and false negatives are balan ed. The loss fun tions L2R , L2N
and LN de ne the trade o impli itly by xing FDR, FD, and t , respe tively. Under LR
the tradeo is expli itly in luded as a oeÆ ient in the loss fun tion. The onstraint on
FDR under L2R has the awkward impli ation that with in reasing sample size we have to
knowingly in lude an in reasing number of false positives in the reje tion region to maintain
the set false positive rate. The loss fun tion LR indu es ounterintuitive jumps in FDR and
t . This leads us to favor L2N and LN . Both lead to very similar inferen e, with L2N having
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Figure 2: LN : Expe ted loss and other relevant summaries. Expe tations indi ated
with X m (J; LN ) are with respe t to the marginal distribution on the data, i.e., X m () 
R
X dp(yJ ). Panel (a) shows the expe ted loss fun tion FNRm . Panels (b) through (e) plot
the expe ted FDRm , the expe ted ounts FNm and FDm , the expe ted number of dis overies Dm , and the average uto t m . In ea h panel, the dots show the values re orded in
ea h of the simulations, and the lines show the estimated marginal expe tations. To allow
omparison a ross the di erent loss fun tions the verti al limits are mat hed a ross Figures
2 through 5. This leads to some of the simulation points being outside the range in some
panels, like panel (d) in this gure. The uto t is xed by design, leading to de reasing
FDRm and FNRm . The dashed urves for FNRm and FNm (almost undistinguishable from
the solid line) show an alternative urve t. See the text for an explaination of the urve t.
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Figure 3: L2R : Same as in Figure 2. Inferen e under L2R xes FDRm by design. For large
J the onstraint on FDRm requires the pro edure to in lude an in reasing number of genes
with vi  0, leading to the steep de line in t (noti e the log s ale on J ) and the mat hing
in rease in FDm and Dm .
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preposterior expe tation FDm are xed. To a hieve the xed number of false dis overies the
number of dis overies has to in rease with J , leading to a de reasing FDRm .
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Figure 5: LR : same as the orresponding panels in Figure 3. The undesirable jump in FDRm
(and t m ) make LR impra ti al to use.
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the advantage that the onstraint is on the pra ti ally more important FD, rather than t ,
as in LN .
For any loss fun tion we advise to onsider additional sensitivity diagnosti and power
urves to help guide a sample size hoi e. Figure 6a shows power urves () as proposed
in Se tion 2.2.2. Panel (a) plots power against the assumed true level of di erential expression , with a separate urve for ea h sample size J . Figure 6b plots the same summary
against sample size J , arranged by level of di erential expression . In pra ti e a sample size
argument would then pro eed as follows. First the investigator determines a level of di erential expression that would be onsidered biologi ally meaningful, say two fold expression
at  = log 2. Using a pilot data set we pro eed with Algorithm 2 to ompute expe ted FNR,
FN, and power a ross sample sizes. Inspe tion of the power plot for the level  of interest,
together with the FNR and FN plots informs the investigator about the minimum sample
size needed to a hieve desired power and/or error rates.

6 Con lusion
Design of mi roarray experiments for measuring gene expression is a riti al aspe t of genomi
analyses in biology and medi ine. Mi roarrays are ostly and diÆ ult trade-o s need to be
evaluated in the allo ation of resour es to alternative investigations. Even in the simplest
two-sample omparison setting, mi orarray analyses pose diÆ ult hallenges to traditional
sample size approa hes: rst, in hypothesis testing terms, they present with a multitude of
heterogeneous alternatives; se ond, they are generally performed with goals that are best
aptured by properties of the ensemble of the hoi es made; third, they mandate in orporation of existing knowledge, as signal-to-noise ratios vary signi antly with the spe i
te hnology, the sour e of RNA, and a laboratory's overall experien e.
Our goal in this arti le has been to develop a formal de ision theoreti framework to
address these hallenges. This provides investigators the opportunity to quantify both the a
priori un ertainty about likely expression levels and the impli ations of sample size hoi es
on the performan e of inferen e about di erential expression. Consequen es of de isions
are aptured by loss fun tions related to genome-wise error rates. We argue for using posterior expe ted error rates for the terminal de ision about the multiple omparisons, and
marginal expe ted error rates for the design de ision about the sample size, onsistently
with a Bayesian sequential approa h. Similar issues re ur in other high-dimensional multiple
omparison problems and in the dete tion of faint signal in noisy data: the methods we
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Figure 6: Power against true e e t  and against sample size J . In panel (b) power urves
for two fold ( = log 2) and four fold over expression ( = log 4) are highlighted in bold.
Here, power () is de ned as the average posterior probability of dis overy, onditional on
the true level of di erential expression i = log(0i =1i ). The probability is marginalized
with respe t to all other model parameters, the data yJ under sample size J , and the pro ess
of xing the threshold t . Compare (5).
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proposed would be appli able more generally to those problems as well.
In omplex de ision making situations, de ision models su h as ours are best thought of
as a de ision support tools. As is ommon in simpler settings, we envision investigators to
explore various s enarios rather than simply eli iting input and blindly trusting the emerging
sample size re ommendation. A reasonable situation is also one in whi h an investigator has
in mind a ertain sample size that is feasible within given resour e onstraints. The proposed
method informs the investigator about the e e t sizes that she or he an realisti ally expe t
to dis over with the proposed sample size, and about the ensuing error rates.
An interesting appli ation of the proposed method is in a sequential framework. An
investigator ould pro eed in steps, starting with an initial bat h of experiments, and stopping when a satisfa tory balan e of lassi ation error rates is a hieved. This ould be
implemented without preposterior al ulations. Be ause genome-wise error rates refer to
the ensemble of genes, an investigator ould not sample to a foregone on lusion about any
individual genes by using this stopping rule.
In our model, we assume that genes are from a dis rete mixture in whi h some genes
are altered a ross the two samples, while others are ompletely unaltered. This assumption
is realisti in tightly ontrolled experiments, but less so in the omparison of RNA samples
a ross organs, or a ross organisms. These broader omparison are often made to produ e
exploratory analyses, su h as lusters. The hoi e of sample sizes in these ir umstan es is
di erent from ontrolled experiments. Some insight is o ered by Simon et al. (2002) and
Bryan and van der Laan (2001).
An important pra ti al indi ation for mi roarray design arises from the illustration of
Se tion 5. In parti ular, for a realisti set of parameters and pilot data, we show that
the improvement in genome-wide error rate appears to be non- on ave, with a small initial
plateau at very small sample size. In some ases the payo of in reasing the sample size
from, say, two, to three appears negligible. This has impli ations for the ommon pra ti e
of planning of experiments with only two or three repli ates. We suggest that an analysis of
the kind presented in Figure 2 would be valuable information for investigators entertaining
experiments with a very small number of repli ates.
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Appendix 1: Asymptoti FNR
We dis uss some asymptoti results, hara terizing posterior probability of di erential expression as J goes to in nity. The results help interpretation of the plots shown in Se tion
5. In the following dis ussion we onsider a model with the same stru ture as in Se tion
4.1. The spe i distributional assumptions, in luding the Gamma sampling distribution
for (Xij ; Yij ) and the Gamma prior for (0i ; 1i ), are not riti al. We start the argument by
establishing an asymptoti approximation for P (zj = 1jyJ ). We will then use this result
to argue that for large J the reje tion region has to ne essarily in lude some genes with
small or zero true di erential expression. This is true under all three loss fun tion, L2R , L2N
and LN . Thus the non-reje tion region in ludes only small true di erential expression. We
exploit this fa t to approximate FNR by an integral that an be re ognized as an expression
p
of order log J=J . The integral approximation is valid only if a large number of genes are
in the non-reje tion region, allowing us to approximate the sum in the de nition of FNR by
an integral. We on lude the argument by showing that this is the ase under all three loss
fun tions, for suÆ iently large J .
We start with an asymptoti result for the posterior probability of di erential expression.
Let  = (a; a0 ; p) denote the hyper parameters, and let yi = fXij ; Yij ; j = 1; : : : ; J g denote
the data for gene i. As the number n of genes is very large, we have, for ea h gene:
Z
P (zi = 1jy ) = P (zi = 1jyi;  )dp( jyi) = P (zi = 1jyi; ^)(1 + OP (n 1=2 ))
= P (zi = 1jyi;  )(1 + OP (n 1=2 )); (11)
where ^ is the maximum likelihood estimator, and  are the true hyperparameters. Here
Xn = OP (nk ) for a sequen e of random variables Xn is de ned as


k
lim lim sup P [Xn=n > M ℄ = 0
M

!1

n

Moreover, for ea h gene i, the posterior probability of di erential expression given  is

P (zi = 1jyi;  ) =

p p(yijzi = 1;  )
p p(yi jzi = 1;  ) + (1 p) p(yijzi = 0;  )

Classi al Lapla e expansions imply that

P (zi = 1jyi;  ) =

1

p
1 + i e J (^0i ^1i )2 i =2 J
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(12)

; i = OP (1) as J goes to in nity. The onstant i in ludes the ratio (1 p)=p. Under
suitable regularity onditions this result is uniform in (0i ; 1i ;  ) over ompa t sets. In
the non ompa t ase, some onditions on the tails of the priors need to be added. See, for
example, Guihenneu and Rousseau (2002). Therefore, when j0i 1i j is large p(zi = 1jyi ;  )
goes to 1 at an exponential rate and thus P (zi = 1jyi) is very lose to 1 (the error being
essentially of order n 1 ).
We now use (12) to study asymptoti behavior of the terminal de ision. In parti ular we
onsider FDR, FD, FNR and FN. Let v(1)      v(N ) be the ordered posterior probabilities
P
P
vi = P (zi = 1jy ) and re all FDR(t; y ) = i (1 vi ) I (vi  t)=D, where D = i I (vi  t)
P
P
is the number of dis overies. We will use N = I (vi < t), FP = I (vi > t)I (zi = 0),
P
n1 = I (zi = 1) and n0 = n n1 to denote the number of negatives, false positives,
di erentially expressed and non-di erentially expressed genes, respe tively. We will use
AN ; AFP ; A1 , and A0 to denote the orresponding sets of genes. The above expansions show
that the ordering of vi is asymptoti ally linked to the ordering of j^0i ^1i j, with vi monotone
in reasing in j^0i ^1i j, with asymptoti ally
i

vi  1

i

p

J exp[ J (^0i

^1i )2 i =2℄:

False dis overy rate FDR(t; y ) as a fun tion of t is a step fun tion taking values in f1
v(n) ; :::; 1 (v(k) + ::: + v(n) )=(n k + 1); :::; 1 (v(1) + ::: + v(n) )=ng. Similarly, FD(t; y )
is a step fun tion with values f1 v(n) ; :::; 1 v(1) + ::: + 1 v(n) )g. Both are monotone
de reasing in t. For large J , the earlier dis ussion shows that any gene with
p
p
(13)
j^0i ^1i j > C log J= J

p

has posterior probability vi  1 1= J , when C is large enough, uniformly in 0i ; 1i
belonging to some ompa t set, and with large probability. We denote with
p
p
S = fi : j^0i ^1i j < C log J= J g
the set of genes with small j^0i ^1i j that violate (13).
We now show that under all three losses, only genes with small j^0i ^1i j are lassi ed
as non-di erentially expressed, i.e., AN  S .
Under LN the argument is straightforward. For all genes satisfying (13) the posterior
p
probability vi  1 1= J is beyond tN = =(1 ) for suÆ iently large J . Thus all genes
p
in AN satisfy j^0i ^1i j < C log J=J .
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To prove the laim under L2R we show that the opposite would violate the onstraint on
FDR. Assume that (13) holds for all i 2 AD . Then

p

FDR = 1 (v(n D+1) + ::: + v(n) )=D  1= J:
whi h is not enough to rea h the set level bound required for L2R . Thus the reje tion region
AD has to ne essarily in lude some genes that violate (13). Together with the monotoni ity
of j^0i ^1i j as a fun tion of vi this proves the laim.
Finally, to show the same for L2N onsider (13) with an even larger C . If C 2 > 1=i [log n
log( =2)℄, then 1 v(i)  =(2n) for all genes that satisfy (13) with su h C . If only su h
genes are onsidered in the reje tion region then
1 v(k) + ::: + 1 v(N )  =2;
whi h is not enough to rea h the desired bound FN = under L2N .
We now use (12) and the fa t that all negatives have small j^0i ^1i j to establish a bound
on FNR.
N
N
1
1X
1X
p
v(j ) =
;
FNR(t ; y ) =
^
^
N j =1
N j =1 1 + j Je J (0j 1j )2 j =2 (1 + OP (n 1=2 )

p

where j = pj = 2 with j = i(0j )i(1j )=(i(0j ) + i(1j )) and i() being the Fisher information asso iated with the onditional model of Xi (or Yi ) given ;  , when  is xed.
If N is large the sum an be approximated by an integral. The integral is with respe t
to the distribution of v(j ) or, equivalently, the distribution of (^0j ; ^1j ). We split the integral
into two parts. With probability w0 we have 0i = 1i  i and with probability w1 we have
0i 6= 1i . Based on the earlier observation that we only fail to reje t for small estimated
p
p
p
di eren es, we an ondition the latter term on j^0i ^1i j < C log J= J . Let J (^0i
p
^1i )pj = J (j 0 j 1 )pj + j , where j is a standard Gaussian random variable. Let
p
p
S = f(1 ; 0 ) : j1 0 j < C log J= J g Then,
Z Z
p
p dp( )dp()
p 1
FNR(y; t2R )  w0
i()= 2 (1 p)=pe 2=2 J
  1+
Z Z
p 21=2 J (1 0 )2  (0;1 )=2 dp( )dp(0 ; 1 ):
+
w1
e
 S 1 + (0 ; 1 ) J e
p
Simple al ulations imply that the above quantities are of order log J=J , when N is large.
Moreover, FN = N FNR. We now prove that n=N = OP (1) with high probability under
all three losses.
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We start with the argument for L2R . Under the assumed sampling model n0  p  n genes
satisfy 0j = 1j . If N=n ! 0, then a large proportion of genes satisfying 0j = 1j would
have posterior probabilities vj > t2R . Re all that AFP is the set of false positives. This would
imply that
1 X
(1 vi )
FDR 
n i2AF P
p J (^0i ^1i )2 j =2
1 X
j Je
p
(1 + OP (n 1=2 ))
=
n i2AF P 1 + j Je J (^0i ^1i )2 j =2
Z Z p
J ()e 2 =2
p
p
d dp()(1 + OP (n 1=2 );
 2
2 =2

J ()e
  1+
when n is large enough, with high probability. The last inequality is true sin e under the
assumption N=n ! 0 eventually more than N=2  np=2 genes would be in AF P . As J goes
to in nity, the above term goes to p=2. This is a ontradi tion if < p=2, and we thus
on lude n=N = OP (1).
Under L2N we use an analogous argument for FD. The right hand side in the rst two
(in-)equalities above remains un hanged, ex ept for removing the leading 1=n fa tor. We
on lude that FD  np=2 and thus have a ontradi tion for < np=2.
Finally, under LN , tN = =( + 1), so vj  tN ,
1

j

p
2
e J (^0i ^1i ) j =2 J (1 + OP (n 1=2 ):

The number of genes vj  tN is large with high probability. Indeed, if 0i = 1i ,
h
p i
J (^0i ^1i )2 j =2
J = O(J 1=2 )
P 1 > je
by Cheby hev's inequality. Re all that FP is the number of genes satisfying 0i = 1i and
vi > tN . Then, FP is a binomial random variable Bin(n0 ; pJ ), with pJ = OP (J 1=2 ) and
p
where n0 is the number of genes with 0i = 1i . Thus with probability 1 e 1 J , for some
positive onstant 1 , n1  2 n, with 2 < 1.
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